Date.
The statement is current among Egyptologists and Coptic scholars that the known Old Coptic texts belong to the second century A. D. By the kindness of several Greek paheographers who have specially examined the evidence I am enabled to offer much more accurate conclusions as to the ages of the different texts.
Mr. KENYON is not averse to dating the Horoscope even as early as 95 A. D., and considers that the writing could hardly be as late as 155 1 ). He also informs me that the Great Paris Magical Papyrus was attributed to the fourth century not ten years ago by M. OMONT 
in his Facsimiles des plus anciens MSS.
Grecs, and that he himself could not place it before the end of the third century at earliest. Hence there would be an interval of 150 to 250 years between the two Old Coptic texts discussed in my foregoing article, a view borne out by the fact that the language of the Horoscope seems the more archaic. As to the bilingual Gnostic Papyrus of Leyden and London? Mr. KENYON, judging by the Greek texts in it, attributes it to the third century. Prof. WILCKEN , who has seen only the Horoscope and the Paris Papyrus, attributes the former to the first half, or perhaps the commencement of the second century A. D.; the latter he attributes to the fourth century, though not without some reservation.
Mr. GRENFELI. and Mr. HUNT say of the Gnostic Papyrus: »The London portion (HESS , PI. IV) we should assign with confidence to the • third century A. D. The second century is out of the question, and we do not think that it is of the fourth century. The Leyden hand (p. XVI, LEEMANS' facsimile) represents a somewhat earlier type which we should explain by supposing that the third century scribe copied to a large extent the shapes of the letters in his archetype which was probably of the first century A. D.« There is thus a very close agreement between the views of the leading palaeographers as to the dating of the MSS.
Dialed.
Prof. ERMAN, ÁZ. 1883, 91/92, lias shown that the Old Coptic texts on the first pages of the Paris Papyrus may he divided into two series, the first extending from B to K and containing various incantations to he accompanied by ceremonies, the second series extending from L to Q and consisting chiefly óf love-spells. On p. 106 he has shown that there are important differences of orthography, if not of dialect, observable in the two series. The long lovespell, L, is the only one that shows corrections above the line, and these, as ERMAN notes on pp. 92/93, though chiefly phonetic, are not uniform. Sometimes they lean to one dialect, sometimes to another. With regard to ERMAN'S notes ib. p. 107, we may observe that in ^a>.nnoir&c and ^cht the has been influenced by the aspirate following, and may be classed with the other vagaries of position for the aspirate. The second e in etooive. Thiot, may be due to a similar cause; also e\io£i. meaning »steam« agrees with the Sahidic form. In Kiju.e = ffm«: sijui, k seems to stand for s (L. 116 39).
To fix the relationship of these texts to the various dialects of Christian Coptic is extremely difficult. In the uncertain experimental orthography we cannot depend on the tests of e:i; uj; ásg. The Old Coptic texts are short and obscure so that we cannot expect to find in them many distinct clues, and often the most promising prove to be contradictory. Thus oi and A. ITOTT are forms surviving in Boheiric, and they seem to be older than Sahidic o, a^ir; but strange to say 'r-w is the usual form for »do them« in demotic, showing no trace of the T. The demotic texts, perhaps, are in other dialects (the Akhm. is ceirc), while oi, A.ITOV in the Old Coptic Paris text are strongly in favour of connecting it with Boheiric. But in the same text (III, 4), we have a late form nc-for the conjunctive, which in Boheiric preserves the old heiric dialect having once adopted itc-went back to the full early form. This text L, however, seems to me more than strongly influenced by Boheiric: there is apparently a distinct attempt to render Boh. £ by ^ and £ by though 1. 4 shows a great confusion of these aspirates. Further, in this text and others of the second group (L to Q) there are many instances, either in the corrections or otherwise, of final i; but »king« is ncpo not no-ypo. There is no trace of the Faiyumic \ which is seen fully developed in the demotic of KRALL'S Historische, Roman, and there is very little to connect any of the texts with Akhmimic. The first series of the texts (B to K), as Prof. ERMAN has pointed out, is not far removed from Sahidic. The second series, though with several distinctive Boheiric features, is otherwise like Memphitic. Middle Egyptian seems to be the safest description for all the Paris text.
It is not likely that the Bo- [XXXIX. Band.
The dialect of the Gnostic transcriptions seems in general near to that of the second group of the Paris text. There is again no instance of X for Sah. p.
being the absolute form of Sah. Kg. mr »superintendent«. Whether the Akhmimic appearance of the Horoscope is much more than archaic for o, ^ for e, &c.) is doubtful. Apart from certain archaisms it has little that is characteristically Akhmimic.
The demotic of the Gnostic papyri is written with great freedom from archaism and probably represents pretty closely the grammar of the formulae, &c., as pronounced by the magician. The century that may have elapsed between this demotic and the Paris Coptic text is almost in itself sufficient to explain the more modern style of the latter (ncsAq, &c.). Normal demotic perhaps represents in general the popular language of the Saite period (700 to 500 b. Chr.). In the Gnostic papyri we seem to have a special attempt to force the demotic writing to express more closely the greatly changed language of Egypt. The result is exceedingly clumsy, as it could not fail to be; but presumably the Greek alphabet had not as yet been properly adapted to the expression of Egyptian, and the scribe chose what was to him the easiest way out of the difficulty, one too that employed the old Egyptian writing of his own sacred books.
We may now class the three Old Coptic papyri as follows: 
Relation to Christian
Coptic.
The following remarks are intended rather to raise questions than to settle them, Christian Coptic lying outside my own province of study.
The earliest MSS. of the Coptic versions in Akhmimic and Sahidic are generally attributed to the fifth century. Though varying in dialect, the different versions agree in a clear and consistent system of rendering the sounds of the words. In this they present a strong contrast to the variable alphabet and often puzzled orthography 1 ) of Old Coptic as exemplified even in the great Magical Papyrus of Paris. With regard to the language, Old Coptic is full of archaisms 8 ) of word and expression which are not found in normal Coptic; it ') Especially when an aspirate occurs.
') The pagan magic papyri published by ERMAN in the Urkunden of Berlin and discussed in AZ. 1895, 50 show that the use of certain old words (giofc -send«; urre -sleep-) was maintained in the formulae many centuries after they were obsolete in the language. Hence there is no need to believe that the monuments of Old Coptic represent precisely the vulgar spoken language of their age.
is also practically free from the Greek loan words which abound in the latter. Evidently the task which the Christian translators fulfilled was to obtain a working alphabet and apply it uniformly in rendering the scriptures clearly into the vulgar tongue. This they did, casting away all the literary traditions of paganism, and following even shades of local dialect, but, on the other hand, borrowing freely from Greek, the standard language of Christianity. The choice of Greek words was often dictated by a praiseworthy desire for clearer expressions and must have become habitual amongst religious men in cells and monasteries, owing to their edifying exercises in conversation and discourse. For attaining uniformity in the lengths of the vowels, guides would be found in the steady grave pronunciation of the elders, each speaking according to his own dialect 1 ).
Boheiric presents many early linguistic peculiarities, but there seem to be no old Boheiric MSS. in existence. None of the Old Coptic texts are Boheiric, and though demotic shows many of the Boheiric archaisms I have not yet noticed any demotic tex twhich belongs to that dialect distinctively. KRALL has published documents of the tenth century in Boheiric, perhaps the earliest Boheiric MSS. known, written purely in Greek letters without the aid of the Coptic additional characters, and expressing the peculiar Coptic sounds rather clumsily (Mitth. RAINER, V 41). This might seem to indicate that even at that date the normal Coptic writing was not yet adopted in the Boheiric district (Alexandria?).
Mr. KENYON has drawn my attention to certain strong evidence collected by historians of the Versions of the Bible to prove that the Coptic versions are to be dated very early. This evidence is as follows:
a) The rules of St. Pachoniius, which should date from the fourth centuiy, enjoin upon the monks, who were in general ignorant men, the study of the scriptures, implying that these were to be read in a language which they could understand.
b) It is pretty clear that the Apocalypse was not originally included in the Boheiric New Testament. This fact points to the Boheiric version having been made before the end of the third century, while the genuineness of the Apocalypse was still questioned. In the beginning of the third century Origen and Clement, both of Alexandria, a city that cannot have failed to influence the Boheiric version in particular, accepted that genuineness fully.
') On returning my copy of the Horoscope, Mr. CRUM remarked: »What strikes me in these texts is not their likeness to Coptic, but their extreme unlikeness, while MSS. of normal Coptic are dateable so soon after. Truly there must have been powerful minds at work to transform the language so thoroughly.« While agreeing with Mr. CRUM'S suggestive remark, I am inclined to think that it was not the original writings of literary men producing original modes of expression that transformed the literary language, but rather a painstaking and enlightened adherence to the vulgar tongue by translators with some literary sense and feeling for pei-spicuity. [XXXIX. Band.
c) The Sahidic texts are less pure than the Boheiric, but that may rather he a sign that they are of still earlier date. The Sahidie version of the Old Testament seems especially old; judging by its pre-Origenian text of Job it should not be later than the middle of the third century, and should probably be earlier.
Can the theory of the early date of the Coptic versions be reconciled with the overlapping date of the Old Coptic texts? The Old Coptic texts in the Paris Papyrus, dating from the end of the third century or probably later, were evidently written by a »good scribe« if not a »learned man«, yet the alphabet and orthography are still clumsy. It seems somewhat improbable that the Coptic alphabet and the versions of the Bible should already have been perfected, though possibly rougher and ill-spelt versions were current at this time. As to demotic also, the causes that ultimately brought about its extinction were doubtless the spread of Greek and the attainment of a very convenient alphabet for Egyptian. Demotic writing survived till the end of the fifth century (a. 192 of the era of Diocletian) 1 ), at least in the holy island of
Philie, but probably it had quite disappeared from Egypt when the decree of Theodosius in 379 drove the profession of paganism beyond the borders of his empire. The latest demotic writing as yet known from Egypt (exclusive of Philae), seems to be the Gnostic bilingual papyrus. This we have seen to belong to the third century. As the same handwriting and a similar text appear on the back of the Kufi fable papyrus, the Kufi is probably not much older than the Gnostic bilingual. Thus we might be justified in suspecting that Coptic writing and the Coptic versions of the Bible were brought to perfection only early in the fourth century. But in view of Mr. KENYON'S warning as to the probability of an earlier date, we may suppose that paganism exerted so strong a conservative influence both on the writing and on the literary language that while Christians wrote Christian Coptic on an excellent system, the pagans of Egypt continued in their clumsy literary traditions for a century or two longer.
We may probably add that the standards of Coptic literary speech were fixed by the dialects current from the times when the Biblical versions were made down to the time of the Arab invasion. Soon after the latter epoch all real growth of the literary language may be supposed to have ceased M ') BRUGSCH, Thes. 1003.
